Rangelands Policy Dialogue

Welcome.

Let’s think big...together!
Housekeeping

● 2 Rooms: Theatre + Seminar; info tables

● Emergency exits / assembly point / Toilets

● Twitter hashtag: #qldrangelands

● WiFi password:

● Support team: hands up and thanks!
Welcome to country

Aunty Carol Kennedy

-- On behalf of the Jagera-Turrbal People
Background to the Dialogue

Dr Greg Leach
Andrew Drysdale (for Ian Heiner)
Dr Geoff Edwards
About the flow...
Sparkplugs

- Audit of ideas
- Generate movement
- Cover territory
Sparkplugs

- TAKE NOTES
- Ask questions

Morning

8 sparkplugs

Discussion

12:45 Lunch!
Splitting the stream...

**Theatre:** continue sparking and reflecting.

**Seminar:** map and synthesise commentary from the sparkie sessions
Theatre

10 sparkplugs

Discussion

Tea!
15:40

Plenary: Synthesis and reflection

Seminar

Synthesis & mapping

Carrier pigeon crossflow
About the synthesis

- Map and combine our contributions
- Find alignments and differentiators
- Push boundaries
- Look for emergent insights
About the Declaration

In the face of...
5 key problems and opportunities that are driving rangelands decline or health.

We need...
4 key changes that are needed to reverse the decline and encourage the trend upwards.

Therefore we agree to...
3 actions in common that the signatories agree to undertake within (1) and (3) years, plus other actions committed individually.

(Other)
...that which is essential, but does not fit with the other three.
Four aspirations

- **Listen**
  Listen and keep listening until you can re-state the other person’s point so well they smile.

- **Learn**
  Leave this event knowing more than when you came here. Ask questions. Be curious.

- **Lead**
  Like a wedge of geese: take your turn at the front, fly hard, then throttle back.

- **Lighten up**
  We’re here to explore. We’re here to find something more than any one of us has been able to achieve. Enjoy it!
Rangelands Policy Dialogue

AFTER DROUGHT AND DEBT, WHAT NEXT?
Spark plug session 1

10:30 - 12:10
Discussion, questions, notes, and observations.

12:10 - 12:40
Lunch!

12:45 - 13:30
Post-Lunch recharge
(presentation)
Theatre

10 sparkplugs

Discussion

Tea!

Seminar

Plenary: Synthesis and reflection

Carrier pigeon crossflow

Synthesis & mapping
Afternoon tea!

15:40 - 16:05